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Historic 21st Century Fox Settlement May Alter the 
Way Corporate Boards Approach Workplace 
Harassment, Discrimination and Retaliation
December 1, 2017

We write to inform you about a shareholder derivative suit and related settlement in a case involving 21st Century

Fox ("21CF" or the "Company") and Fox News (together with 21CF, "Fox") that became public last week.   At a time

when the number of high-profile and powerful individuals accused of sexual harassment increases almost every

day, the Fox settlement is most notable for creating a majority-independent body of experts that is empowered to

tackle these important issues in a novel way.  This historic achievement may serve as a model for many other

affected public companies. 

Monetary Relief, Governance Changes, and a Chance to Turn the Page at Fox

In July 2016, former Fox News anchor Gretchen Carlson filed a public sexual harassment lawsuit against Roger Ailes,

the longtime CEO of Fox News.  The deplorable conduct at the top signaled a deeper problem.  BLB&G and City of

Monroe (Michigan) Employees' Retirement System asserted Monroe's statutory right to make a demand for books

and records to investigate possible wrongdoing by the 21CF Board of Directors (the "Board") and certain senior

executives.  The matter became even more significant as the harassment claims expanded to include Bill O'Reilly

and others, and broad race discrimination claims also came to light. 

Through BLB&G and Delaware counsel Grant & Eisenhofer, Monroe explored the possibility of initially not filing

these claims against the Board publicly, while investigating the facts and exploring whether Fox was serious about

making substantive changes to how it policed workplace misconduct.  This allowed for a constructive dialogue with

the Company's inside and outside counsel. 21CF agreed to provide broad documentary and witness discovery. 

After over a year of litigation and complex negotiations, on Monday November 20, the parties made public the

terms of an historic settlement that gives Fox an opportunity to go from a company notoriously beset by workplace

impropriety into a standard-bearer for creating, fostering and protecting a healthy and inclusive workplace culture -

and by extension, preserving and creating stockholder value.

The settlement includes two key components:

 The creation of the "Fox News Workplace Professionalism and Inclusion Council" ("WPIC") of experts, a

majority of whom are independent of the Murdoch family and outside the Company and Board; and
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 One of the largest financial recoveries - $90 million - ever obtained in a pure corporate board oversight

dispute (recouped for the company from management).

The Workplace Professionalism and Inclusion Council - Complete Transparency

The WPIC has the power to oversee and recommend policies and procedures and other reforms needed to address

and correct the problems at Fox News, including the hiring of outside consultants and conducting of independent

investigations.  It is composed of the chief human resources officers of the Company and Fox News, as well as four

independent appointees, with two nominated by Monroe and two by the Company. 

The Council includes: former federal judge Barbara Jones, and three of the corporate world's most notable leaders

in crafting policies to fight corporate discrimination and harassment, and providing opportunities and protection for

all employees - Sylvia Hewlett, Brande Stellings and Virgil Smith. 

The WPIC will  provide the Nominating and Corporate Governance Committee of  the Board with  drafts of  the

majority and any minority reports, in order to facilitate Board-level engagement and possible resolution of issues

reflected in those reports. The Company's annual report will identify the WPIC's efforts and Fox will make public on

their websites the majority and any minority reports of the Council.

The WPIC has been established for a term of five years, and any decision to modify or terminate the WPIC taken at

the end of its term shall be made by the Board publicly with a detailed description of the Board's reasoning.

Commenting on the settlement, BLB&G senior founding partner Max Berger said:

"Through this settlement, Fox News is taking historic steps to address harassment, discrimination and retaliation in

the workplace. Corporate boards have an obligation to implement such policies and structures. We believe this will

be a model for corporations across the country to protect their employees from these kinds of abuses and enhance

shareholder value."

***

The Court has set February 9, 2018 for a final hearing on the Settlement.  

Click here to view the Complaint, Stipulation of Settlement, supporting papers and the Court's Order.

For  more  detail  on  this  litigation  and  the  resolution,  feel  free  to  contact  BLB&G  partner  Mark  Lebovitch

(markl@blbglaw.com, 212-554-1519).

https://www.blbglaw.com/mailto:markl@blbglaw.com
https://protect-us.mimecast.com/s/pV3rB0IO3eLcg

